SMALL GROUP RESOURCES
SEPTEMBER 2021

‘THE LETTER OF JAMES’

WEEK 1:

OVERVIEW

James gives the impression of being in a hurry. This letter is practical,
pithy and very direct. James is the younger brother of Jesus but their
spiritual connection is more important than their biological one. It looks as
though James is flitting between different topics but they are actually
connected. Top of his agenda are trials and how we respond to them.
This week we are looking at the big picture going on in James.

1.

Watch the Bible Project video giving an overview of the letter from
James to ‘the twelve tribes scattered among the nations’.
(8 minutes) https://bibleproject.com/explore/video/james/
What struck you as you watched the video?

2.

Read the whole of the book of James out to each other.
(Approx. 16 minutes.)
What struck you as you read the book through?
Where there any passages that particularly challenged you – and
why?
Identify one way in which you can love Jesus better this week as a
result of reading through the letter.

Taking it further: Read through the account of the Sermon on the Mount
from Matthew chapters 5-7.
How does the Sermon on the Mount help us to understand James’ letter
better?

WEEK 2:

JAMES CHAPTERS 1 & 2

1.

What struck you as you read the passage through?

2.

How do you tend to think about your trials? How does that match
with what James tell us to think about our trials? (James 1: 2-18)
Read Psalm 25:4-5 to see how David prays in the middle of
overwhelming opposition from his enemies.

3.

The key to asking God for help is to know him.
What does James 1 teach us about the nature of God?
How does that help us when we pray to him?

4.

When the Bible talks about us being double-minded it means that
we’re not solely putting our trust in God.
In what ways are you tempted to trust other people/things instead
of God to help you?
How does that relate to James 1:9-18?

5.

Sin doesn’t stop where we want it to. It keeps taking us further.
James 2:13: Reflect on God’s mercy to you in Christ.
Is there anyone to whom you need to extend that same quality of
mercy today?

6.

Where there any passages that particularly challenged you – and
why?

7.

Identify one way in which you can love Jesus better this week as a
result of listening to God today.

Taking it further:
Read Luke 18:9-14.
How does this help us to understand James’ message better?

WEEK 3:

JAMES CHAPTER 3

1.

What struck you as you read this chapter through?

2.

‘Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt
me.’ Do you agree?

3.

Our words can reveal our thoughts and attitudes.
What does your tongue reveal about your heart?
Spend some time asking for God’s forgiveness.

4.

Read Colossians 4:5-6 and 1 Peter 3:15 for instruction on how we
should be using our tongues.

5.

How does God’s wisdom differ from worldly wisdom? (3:13-18)

6.

Wisdom, like faith, has effects or ‘fruit’ that can be seen.
What sort of ‘fruit’ are growing in your life? Are there any
particular areas where you particularly need to change?

7.

Where there any passages that particularly challenged you – and
why?

8.

Identify one way in which you can love Jesus better this week as a
result of studying this chapter.

Taking it further:
Read Genesis 1:3; John 1:1; Hebrews 11:3
What happens when God speaks?
Read the following verses from the book of Proverbs and consider
how we should speak:
Proverbs 8:6,7 13:3 16:10 20:15 22:11 29:20 31:8, 9, 26

WEEK 4:

JAMES CHAPTERS 4 & 5

What makes our faith strong is not its intensity, but its object.
In the hands of God’s people, prayer is powerful and effective.
There is always a way back, because at the cross there is always hope.
1. What struck you as you read this chapter through?
2. Consider a conflict that you have been involved in. (4:1-12)
What did it reveal about your heart? How did it affect your prayers?
How does 4:4 cause you to take your sin more seriously?
3. Meditate on the great truth of 4:6 ‘He gives us more grace’.
Why is that truth particularly precious to you today?
4. Are there ways in which your plans don’t really reflect God’s will?
(4:13-17)
What needs to change?
Why is it great news that God is in control of the future?
5. How will you think and live differently today if you remember ‘The Judge
is at the door’? (5:9)
9. Where there any passages that particularly challenged you – and why?
10.Identify one way in which you can love Jesus better this week as a result
of reading through the chapters.

Taking it further:
We need to reflect on our responsibility as consumers – wilful ignorance is
no defence. Are there ways in which you aim to have things for yourself,
rather than to use things for others? If so, how do you now have an
opportunity to change your attitude and actions?
Why not pray Proverbs 30:8-9 daily and see how it changes your view of
your wealth, and others’ wealth?

More wisdom from James…
Suffering is an opportunity to gain the most valuable thing on earth.
Suffering is not the sign that things have gone wrong, but that they’ve
gone normal.
The message of the gospel to even the poorest Christian is that in Christ,
you are a somebody.
We demonstrate we have received mercy from Christ when we show it to
others. Mercy defines the gospel.
Will love of self draw me from God, or will love of God draw me from
myself?
The key to living authentically as Christians is to think rightly about God.
Heavenly speech is now our native tongue and we need to learn fluency.
The believer is not instructed in the New Testament to silence their tongue
but to use it.
Real faith is lived-out faith. It does things.
How can we tell if we possess true faith? Is the most important question
we can ask, and the most crucial to answer accurately.
The pollution James has in mind is primarily economic indifference.
In our relationship with God we are to be listeners first.
When it comes to planning, we can so quickly become atheists.
The devil is not to be ignored or trivialised, nor unduly feared.
We need to have the kinds of friendships where we can share our struggles
and confess our sin.

Quotes from ‘James for You’ by Sam Allberry

